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In my Reiki Second Degree workshop, we were taught to 
scan the aura before doing the healing. I did so without 
understanding or questioning why. In this e-booklet, I 
explain what you can do with this information that you 
gain. When I attended my Reiki First Degree workshop, my 
Reiki Master instructed me to bring my hands gradually 
closer together, bit by bit, till I felt something, and to tell 
her when I did. My hands gradually and slowly approached 
each other, palms facing each other. And then I felt it. To 
me it felt like a pressure.  To others, it may feel like a heat, 
a tingling, or a vibration.

At that moment, my Reiki Master put her hand in the middle 
between my hands and explained that the middle is where 
my aura extended to in-between my hands. She continued 
to draw in the air roughly the same distance from my body 
all around my hands and arms, explaining that this is my 
aura. I was very excited! I had previously trained myself to 
see auras but only saw them on the rare occasion. Scanning 
the aura with the hands in this way was much easier.

What you do with this information is the really 
exciting part.  Although strictly speaking, scanning the 
aura is not part of Reiki, it is a nice addition to have. And it 
is great for use as an EFT, Quantum Touch, EmoTrance, or 
Matrix Reimprinting practitioner, to give just a few 
examples.
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After scanning the aura between your hands and feeling it, 
the next step is to feel your aura around other parts of your 
body.  Simply do the same with one hand and your thigh, an 
easy part to reach.  Keep doing it till you feel that pressure, 
heat, or tingling.  Continue down your leg, bit by bit, feeling 
and investigating.  This is an acquired skill, so do not worry 
if it takes a while for you to get it.  Eventually, you will be 
doing it really quickly and without thinking.

Like any learned skill, give yourself at least 3 weeks to get 
thoroughly acquainted with your own aura. Practice daily, 
and do not expect your aura to feel the same all the time. 
Experiment with it and notice differences. This is where 
the exciting part starts to happen! For example, feel 
your aura upon awakening and then again in the middle of 
your day.  Feel the aura around your stomach on an empty 
stomach, and then feel it again half an hour after a meal. 
How is it different? Feel the aura around your heart as you 
are sedentary. Then jump up and down for 5 minutes or, if 
disabled, do whatever rigorous activity you can for as near 
to 5 minutes as possible. And then feel the aura around your 
heart again and notice how it feels just after exercise. Think 
of something or someone you love and feel your aura. Feel 
the aura above your head, then think intensely of something 
very exciting and feel it again. Think of something that you 
do not like, and feel your aura all over. How is it different? 
Notice any subtle changes.

Then you can use your favorite healing modality and 
see how that changes your aura. 

For example, if you have a fear of giving presentations, feel 
the aura of these areas as you briefly and gently think 
of giving a presentation:
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• The throat (to do with communication and finding your 
voice)

• The heart (this often feels like it will beat out of your 
chest if anxious, but what does the aura feel like 
there?)

• The tummy area (this responds in various ways to 
anxiety situations, so the aura there may be somewhat 
too active)

• Arms/legs/hands/feet (these may be responding to the 
fight-or-flight feelings)

Then, you can follow on by giving yourself a treatment. If 
you like Reiki or Quantun touch, you can give yourself a 
healing with the intention of healing that part of your aura in 
connection to giving presentations. If you are Seichem 
Reiki/Tera-Mai Reiki trained, you can pick up the yukky 
energy and dispose of it gently into the Violet Flame. If you 
do EFT, you can tap on ¨Even though I have this 
presentation feeling in [wherever you felt it most as you 
scanned], I deeply love and accept myself¨. If you like 
visualization, you can visualize the aura clearing and calming 
around the affected area.

In other words, scanning and then healing the aura 
regarding something that blocks your path is a very gentle 
and efficient way of doing it. 

Disclaimer - Of course, it is important that you take 
responsibility for your health. It is important that you use a 
healing modality that you are already comfortable with, and 
that you consult your doctor before using any alternative 
method.
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When you are really experienced, you can quickly scan the 
whole of your aura for anomalies. What you are looking for 
is small areas that feel different from the rest. Maybe they 
feel too high or too low compared to the rest of your body, 
or too hot or too tingly. Then heal with your favorite healing 
modality.

Sometimes, we are not quite sure what is troubling us. Or 
maybe we are dealing with a preverbal issue, before we 
could speak, from infanthood or the womb. In that case, 
feeling the aura can tell us far more than words can. 
And then we can simply set about healing the energy 
disruption felt as the anomaly whist scanning.

Anything that brings up an energy disruption can be felt as a 
¨wrong¨ feeling in your aura, a part of it that feels not quite 
right. For example, if you are angry or upset because of 
something that your boss said, you can just scan your aura, 
find out where this feeling is, and heal it. There is no need to 
dredge up all the upsetting conversation unless you want to 
and feel it would be helpful to think about it. If not, you can 
just let go of the energy you literally feel with your 
hands. If a foodstuff is not good for you, for example an 
excess of sugary sweets, putting these in your aura can 
change the way your aura feels. This energy disruption is 
probably connected to the way your mind-body interacts 
with sugary sweets. And by healing this disruption whilst the 
sugary sweets are in your energy field, you can find yourself 
making healthier food choices instead. Another example is 
muscle and joint problems. You may be aware of a pain in 
the knee, for example, but a scan of the aura may show a 
bigger anomaly in the foot. Maybe your foot is then what 
needs healing, and maybe it is at the root of the problem.
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So you have felt and healed your own aura. If you are a 
practitioner of energy healing techniques yourself and have 
been trained to use aura scanning/reading in your practice, 
then you can take your healing modality to another level. 
Let me give some examples. 

• I remember when we had a lady at our healing share 
whose aura was too far out on the left and not what 
anyone at the share could feel on the left. She had a 
healing and then we felt her aura again. Her aura was 
then even around her body. And although she had been 
feeling out of sorts, she was positively glowing 
after the treatment.

•

• A client came to see me with anxiety. His heart chakra 
felt as if there was no aura there. It felt absent. So I 
set about healing him with one intention - to normalize 
the feeling of the aura in his heart chakra. After the 
fourth session, it normalized, and that was the last day 
he suffered from anxiety. Another client came to see 
me with feelings of heartbreak. This again was around 
the heart chakra when I scanned. So I gave her 
treatment purely for the feeling in her heart chakra, it 
normalized, and she felt calm again.

• I sometimes get clients who are very unhappy but do 
not feel they have the right to say so. Simply by feeling 
their aura, I can give them feedback on where the 
energy blockages are and what feelings they 
correspond to. The client then feels relieved, as if they 
have just talked about their problems and shared them 
with someone.
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• I was fortunate to see a video of the healer Kathleen 
Milner performing an instructional healing with Reiki 
and Seichem. She started by feeling the aura, and 
found a blockage in the healee´s body. She then asked 
him what that feels like there, thus encouraging him to 
take part in his healing. This is very profound. This 
changes the healee´s position from passively sitting or 
lying there to actively accepting healing. Of course, he 
then could have said that he could not feel it. However, 
giving him the opportunity to take part is important. 

As you can see, there are many ways you can apply aura 
scanning. So, if you have been thinking of using aura scans 
to help your healing or that of others, no matter what 
modality you use, it is worth your while to invest some 
time practicing how to feel it, and incorporate that into your 
healing. The result is a gentle treatment that treats the 
cause of the problem - an energy disruption. It is all 
about energy after all!

Scanning the aura

The possibilities for using scanning as a tool are 
tremendous.  Enjoy your journey of scanning and discovery!
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And Finally...

You may forward this on to any of your friends, colleagues 
or loved ones, or give (not sell) copies to clients.  All I ask is 
that you send or copy it in its entirety, which means all 
pages, and that you credit me with writing it.

For more FREE goodies in the future, make sure you are 
subscribed to my Newsletter, such as at 
 www.EFT-Scripts.com or at 
www.NewAgeInternationalTraining.com

Happy Healing!

Suzanne Zacharia
www.NewAgeInternationalTraining.com
www.NewAgeLondon.com
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